Top 9

Advanced
Functionalities
for Online Video
Marketing
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ADAPTIVE STREAMING

Provide the best viewing experience on every device everywhere in the world
by dynamically adapting video assets according to the user’s bandwidth and
device.
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SECURE PUBLICATION

Some videos are meant for the public, while other are intended for private
audiences or internal communication. Wedia’s video capabilities include
rights management and encryption for secure video publication.
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BRAND AND IP PROTECTION

Prevent the unauthorized use of your videos on the web by burning a visible
or invisible watermark onto your videos or displaying the watermark on the
video player.
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VIDEO CHAPTERING

Easily navigate a video by splitting it into different chapters that can be accessed quickly by clicking on them. Give chapters a starting time, title and
snapshot to make it easier for viewers to enjoy your videos.

SHOPPABLE VIDEO

Enable a customized video experience that will convert prospects into customers by immersing them in interactive scenarios with multiple call-to-actions, personalized data and related content recommendations integrated
directly within your video.
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DYNAMIC PLAYLISTS & SIMILAR VIDEO

Showcase a product or group similar media by publishing a collection of
videos on your website within a playlist which can be manually or dynamically generated, or by pushing a similar video at the end of the requested video.
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VIDEO PREVIEW

Preview and export subclips or video summaries as animated GIFs to quickly
engage viewers within your marketing campaigns or insert them directly
from within the Microsoft Ofﬁce Suite (Powerpoint, Word, Outlook) thanks to
the Wedia Content Picker.
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VIDEO ANALYTICS

Collect data on your marketing videos with consumption, engagement and
business metrics across all channels in order to better understand your audiences and
guide your video production strategy.

AI-POWERED INDEXING

Speed up the categorization and organization of assets thanks to:
AUTOMATED KEYWORDING:

SPEECH TO TEXT:

FACIAL RECOGNITION:

Automatically associate the best
keywords to a new asset based on
automatically detected elements and
objects within a video.

Convert audible speech into a timecoded transcription. Generate subtitles
from the transcription, display them in
the targeted language or
create an automatic
translation.

Detect one or more faces (gender, age)
in a video and identify celebrities or,
with a little training, individuals in your
own private repository.

EMOTION RECOGNITION:

VIDEO DESCRIPTION AND OCR:

SPEAKER RECOGNITION:

Classify the emotions of individuals in
a video (happiness, neutral, surprise,
anger, sadness) based on speech and
voice tonality.

Generate a sentence that describes
the video, detect and extract visible
text, logos and commercial brands
in a video.

Identify and verify the people
speaking in a video based on
audio recognition.
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